Let and be a partition of f1; : : : ; n ginto two blocks. A merging network is a network of comparators which allows as input arbitrary real numbers and has the property that, whenever the input sequence x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n is such that the subsequence in the positions and the subsequence in the positions are each sorted, the output sequence will be sorted. We study the class of recursively constructed" merging networks and characterize those with delay dlog 2 ne the best possible delay for all merging networks. When n i s a p o w er of 2, we show that at least 3 n=2,1 of these nets are log-periodic sorters; that is, they sort any input sequence after log 2 n passes through the net. Two of these have appeared previously in the literature.
Introduction
This paper is divided into two main parts in two w a ys. First, Sections 1 5 contain the concepts and results and Sections 6 10 contain the proofs. Second, one part of the paper deals with merging and the other with sorting. The concepts mentioned in the present section will be made precise in the next section.
In software terms, a merging network is a program with no branching, looping, or arithmetic other than the replacement of a pair of values x; y with cx; y = , minx; y; maxx; y , called a comparator. In hardware terms, a merging network is a branch-free and feedback-free circuit whose only logic units are comparators. Given two interleaved" sorted sequences, a merging net sorts the entire sequence. A sorting net is like a merging net except that the input is an arbitrary sequence and the output is sorted. Since comparators may operate in parallel when there is no overlap of inputs, a considerable amount of parallelism is possible. If a comparator takes one time unit, the delay of a net is its running time when the most e cient parallelism is used.
The problem of designing n-input merging and sorting nets having minimum delay or a minimum number of comparators has been studied by many authors. Knuth 8 , Sec. 5.3.4 discussed the history and results concerning sorting and merging nets up to 1973. Aigner 1, Thm. 3.3 showed that the best merging nets have delay dlog 2 ne provided neither of the sequences being merged is empty. It has recently been shown by Miltersen, Paterson, and Tarui 9 that a network for merging an m-long sequence and an n-long one requires 1 2 m+n log 2 m+On comparators provided n m and m ! 1 .
A simple information-theoretic argument shows that at least log 2 n! comparators are needed to sort n items. By Stirling's formula, it follows that the number of comparators is at least n log n + On. Since at most bn=2c comparators can be executed simultaneously, the delay of such a sorting net must be at least log n+O1. Until Ajtai, Komlos, and Szemeredi 2 showed that there are networks for sorting n items having delay on order of log n and using on order of n log n comparators, researchers were unable to approach such bounds. Since all known families of nets of this type are quite complicated and have v ery large factors multiplying both log n and n log n, it is natural to ask for simpler networks. Some families have been found with delay times log n + O1 2 . Of particular interest are two found by Dowd, Perl, Rudolph, and Saks 5 and Can eld and Williamson 3 that consist of dlog 2 ne repetitions of a merging network. Such a net is called an dlog 2 ne-pass periodic sorter. Kammeyer, Belew, and Williamson 7 conjectured two additional such families based on empirical studies. A pictorial representation of these nets for n = 1 6 i s g i v en at the end of the next section at the end.
In the present paper, we study a natural class of n-input merging nets which w e call recursive, focusing on those with minimum delay. W e c haracterize the structure of these nets and show that they achieve the best possible delay, namely dlog 2 ne.
When n is a power of two and the two sorted input sequences have length n=2, we show that a the least number of comparators needed is n=2 log 2 n=2 + 1, which a c hieves the asymptotic best possible bound of Miltersen et al, and b at least 3 n=2,1 of the nets sort after log 2 n passes, thereby including the known and conjectured results of the previous paragraph.
De nitions
Unfortunately, a v ariety of concepts are required. Those needed for stating our main results are collected in this section. regular expression notation: Let S be either a set of sequences or a single sequence. In the latter case, we identify S with fSg. I f T is de ned similarly, then ST is the set of concatenations of pairs of sequences, one from S and one from T. In particular, S k is the set of sequences formed by concatenating k elements of S with repetition allowed. Also, S + is the union of S k over all k 0, and S is S + with the empty sequence adjoined. When it will not lead to confusion we sometimes abuse notation by letting a set of sequences stand for some element of the set. The inputs and outputs of a net may be indexed by a set other than f1; 2; : : : ; n g .
T o k eep track of the set, we refer to a net for . The following corollary avoids these problems by limiting j j to powers of 2. Corollary 3.1.1. Suppose j j = n = 2 k . Fix a partition f ; g with j j = j j = n=2. Given a sequence s 1 ; s 2 ; : : : , c all a maximal subsequence whose successive indices di er by t a distance-t subsequence. The following are true. a The minimum delay of a recursive merging net for is k = log 2 n.
b Every minimum delay recursive merging net for has the following structure:
, The top j layers together form 2 k,j disjoint minimum delay recursive merging nets, each of which has 2 j,1 inputs from and 2 j,1 inputs from . F urthermore, the 2 j,1 elements from resp. a r e a distance-2 k,j subsequence of the sequence resp. . , The rst layer consists of n=2 comparators, each comparing an and a . , For j 1 , the jth layer of the net consists of 2 k,j parallel correction subnets as described in Theorem 3.1c. c The number of such nets is 3 n=2,1 . If we disallow the optional comparators the c 1:j j of Theorem 3.1i, then the number of nets is 2 n=2,1 .
d The minimum number of comparators in a minimum delay recursive merging net for is k,1n 2 + 1 and there is exactly one such net. Two aspects of the corollary may be misleading. First, d does not claim that all k,1n 2 + 1 comparators are essential. All comparators are essential when they are rst introduced in correction subnets as part of the the recursive construction. Later comparators may make some earlier comparators redundant. We believe that this does not happen, but have been unable to prove it.
Second, it appears to be a simple matter to count all delay-k recursive merging nets with j j = j j = 2 k , 1 , but this depends on what is meant b y all" nets. If a merging net is de ned to include both the partition and the comparators, then enumeration is trivial: There are 1 2 , n n=2
ways to partition into two equally long subseqences. The factor of one-half occurs because we do not distinguish between and . If a merging net is de ned to be only the arrangement of comparators, then we are unable to count them. Problems arise because the same net can be obtained for more than one partition of . These partitions can be created by selectively switching 2 and 2 at various levels in the recursion. Such a switch changes f ; g but it does not change the net if a the result is still bialternating and b at all levels of the recursive construction, the use of i or ii in Theorem 3.1 is unchanged. To illustrate the problem a causes, note our switching changes 2 to 3. We clarify b by considering nets for f1; 2; 3; 4g with j j = j j = 2 . Then f ; g is one of f1; 2g; f3; 4g , f1; 3g; f2; 4g , and f1; 4g; f2; 3g . W e m a y assume 1 2 .
Here are the nine minimum delay recursive nets.
The rows in this array correspond to partitions f ; g of = f1; 2; 3; 4g, the rst two columns correspond to cases in which Theorem 3.1i applies, and the last column to the cases in which Theorem 3.1ii applies. The input position labels indicate the set to which the position belongs. Refer to a net in this array a s N i;j in the usual matrix fashion. Interchanging In contrast, the interchange 2 $ 2 interchanges the partition associated with N 3;3 and the partition associated with N 1;1 and N 1;2 , condition b fails, and so the correction subnets change.
In Corollary 3.1.1, the only unused positions in a layer are those associated with the nonuse of the optional comparators in Theorem 3.1i. In the next section, we present examples which show that connecting some of these positions can destroy a net's merging capability. The following result shows that some connections do not. 
Theorems About Periodic Sorting Networks
We n o w turn our attention to periodic sorting nets built from recursive merging nets.
For simplicity, w e limit our attention to j j = j j = n=2 a p o w er of 2, say n = 2 k .
Corollary 3.1.1 describes how all such recursive merging nets are constructed. In this case, two t ypes of periodic k-pass sorters are known. We show that they are members of a larger family. Since a network is a periodic sorter after a su ciently large number of passes if and only if it contains all adjacent comparators 5, Thm. 1 , two natural questions are: a Which recursive merging nets contain all adjacent comparators? b Of those nets in a, which are k-pass periodic sorters? The rst question has a relatively simple answer, but the other appears more difcult. The fact that a is not su cient will be illustrated by an example. We do not have a theorem similar to Theorem 3.2 for periodic sorting nets. However, Theorem 3.2 can be used to add comparators to sorting nets which are based on a series of merges, as is the case for the Batcher sort 8, Sec. 5.3.4 .
Theorem 4.1. If j j = n = 2 k and f ; g is alternating, then every recursive merging net for is a k-pass periodic sorter. i if its left son has the same label, it is also marked; ii if its right son is labeled 1, it is also marked.
The following merging net has all adjacent comparators but is not a 4-pass sorter. The lines are labeled according to whether they are in or . An input sequence that causes failure and the corresponding output sequence are given. The tree associated with the net's construction is shown on the right. The root, its right son, and the two rightmost leaves are marked. 
Adding Comparators Can Ruin a Net
It is natural to suppose that adding comparators to a sorting or merging net will not destroy the ability of the net to sort or merge. It was shown by de Bruijn 4 that, when a sorting net contains only adjacent comparators, adding extra comparators does not destroy the ability of the net to sort. On the other hand, this is not true when nonadjacent comparators are allowed The net sorts, but the net which has c 1:2 added, fails to sort the sequence 1; 1; 0; 0. This simple counterexample is not recursively constructed and the added comparator increases the delay. There are some 16-input recursive merging nets that are 4-pass periodic sorters such that the addition of a comparator destroys either the merging, the 4-pass periodic sorting, or both. Examples of this were found by a computer, which w as also used to verify sorting and merging capabilities. In the following three examples, the added comparator is indicated in bold face. In all cases, Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 insure that the original nets merge and are 4-pass periodic sorters. The following net is not a 4-pass periodic sorter, but is a merger. The following net is a 4-pass periodic sorter, but is not a merger. is easily seen that the correction subnet cannot be empty. Since Aigner 1 Thm. 3.3 has shown that the delay o f a n y n -input merging net for two nonempty sequences is at least dlog 2 ne, it follows the delay for is at least is relevant, because Theorem 3.1b shows that this leads to di erent correction subnets and hence to di erent merging nets. This fact guarantees that the nets counted in this proof are distinct.
Let N n be the number of minimum delay recursive merging nets for . When n 4, the theorem tells us that we h a v e minimum delay merging nets on b If 0 and 00 are the positions in associated with two merging nets on the jth layer, then f 0 ; 00 g is an alternating partition. We n o w prove this.
Let k j be the layer at which the inputs in positions 0 and 00 rst enter the same correction subnet. It su ces to look at the rst k layers and induct on k , j. For k , j = 1, the result follows from Theorem 3.1b. We n o w suppose the result is true for k ,j = m and prove it for k ,j = m+ 1 .
In level j + 1 , 0 is associated with some correction subnet 0 . Let^ 0 be the subset of associated with that correction subnet and de ne^ 00 similarly associated with a correction subnet 00 . By induction, f^ 0 ;^ 00 g is alternating. By Theorem 3.1b, 0f 0 ; 0 g and^ 00f 00 ; 00 g are alternating partitions. The result follows. , w e h a v e an element o f 0 k , 1 101 and so c k:k+1 is needed.
In both of the last two cases, k is even and hence any essential comparator must be of the form c 2l:2l+1 . W e n o w show that all of these are essential. If j 2lj and j 2lj are even, let and each contain an odd number of zeroes for a total of 2l. Use the both odd" case to see that c 2l:2l+1 is essential. If j 2lj and j 2lj are odd, let and each contain an even number of zeroes for a total of 2l. Use the both even" case to see that c 2l:2l+1 is essential. We remark that for case ii, comparators are needed in the both parities" case and are not needed in the other two cases. 8 . Proof of Theorem 6.2
As in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we use the 0-1 principle to limit our attention to 0-1 inputs and note that Theorem 6.2 is not recursive.
To a v oid excessive superscripting, we will associate a with is empty. Note that the abAB notation conveys all the information needed to study one level of the recursive construction: The recursion will sort the lower case positions and will sort the upper case positions. The correction subnet will merge these two sorted sequences, using the fact that the sequence in fa; Ag and the sequence in fb; Bg w ere originally sorted.
Let M k be the set of all x 2 M for which the least possible delay i n t h e correction subnet is k. , but before the correction subnet. Thus we think of x as describing a network that sorts lower case letter positions and sorts upper case letter positions, and we think of the arrows as indicating data owing into and out of the network. To prove Theorem 6.2, we require four lemmas. The rest of this section is devoted to proving the following strengthened version of Theorem 6.2. Theorem 8.1. We say the sequence x meets a set S k times if k elements of x lie in S. Suppose x 2 M meets each of the sets fa; Ag, fb; Bg, fa; bg, and fA; Bg at least twice the meet conditions" and is not bialternating, then x 6 2 M 1 M 0 .
Proof of Theorem 8.1: We induct on jxj. Let x = x 1 x n +1 . By Lemma 8.1, we m a y assume that x n+1 = b. Let C stands for some lower resp. upper case letter. Set all inputs to 0 except for the last A and the following a, i f a n y . 
Proof of Lemma 8.3
Suppose that the correction subnet has delay 1 and contains a nonadjacent comparator. We will show that this leads to a contradiction. Among all inputs from f0; 1g n that require a nonadjacent comparator let s be one containing the maximum number of ones. Let t be the result before the correction subnet, that is s ! x ! t.
There are 0,1-sequences p, q, and r with q nonempty such that t = p1q0r is the result of passing s through all of the net except the correction subnet. The leftmost nonadjacent comparator that is needed, c i:j , switches the 0 and 1 in p1q0r. Without loss of generality, w e m a y assume that i 2 1 and j 2 2 . W e n o w prove a sequence of facts a We have p = 0 . If this were false, there would be a 1 in p that would require a nonadjacent comparator.
b The last 0, if any, in a position indexed b y resp. i s i n a p osition indexedRecall that we de ned a distance-t subsequence of s 1 ; s 2 ; : : :to be a maximal subsequence whose successive indices di er by t. W e call a sequence t-sorted if all its distance-t subsequences are sorted. We will show the following: I F or 0 i k , 2, if and are 2 i+1 -sorted, then, after passing through the rst k , i layers, they are 2 i -sorted. II If the and sequences feeding into layer j are 2 i -sorted and j k , i , then so are the outputs. We n o w show h o w to complete the proof given I and II. Suppose and are 2 i+1 -sorted. By I, they are each 2 i -sorted after passing through the rst k , i layers.
By II, this property is preserved by passing through the remaining layers. Hence, if the input and sequences are 2 i+1 -sorted, the output and sequences are 2 i -sorted. Since j j = j j = 2 k , 1 , both sequences are trivially 2 k,1 -sorted and so, by the previous sentence they are 2 0 -sorted after k,1 passes through the net. Since a 1-sorted sequence is sorted and the net is a merging net, one more pass completes the sort. This proves the theorem subject to verifying I and II.
The following observation will prove useful later. Let^ and^ be any distance-t subsequences of and for any t. T ogether, they are a subsequence^ of . Since the hypothesis of the theorem states that f ; g is alternating, it follows that f ;^ g is alternating.
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We n o w prove I . F rom Corollary 3.1.1b, the rst k , i , 1 l a y ers consist of 2 i+1 merging nets whose inputs are distance-2 i+1 subsequences of and . Since and are assumed to be 2 i+1 -sorted, each of the 2 i+1 merging nets has as input a sorted subsequence of and a sorted subsequence of , and so the output of each of these merging nets is sorted. By Corollary 3.1.1b again, the k , ith layer consists of 2 i correction subnets. Limit attention to one of these correction subnets. Use fc; Cg and fd; Dg to stand for the fa; Ag and fb; Bg subsequences in some order, with upper resp. lower cases corresponding to upper resp. lower cases; i.e., letters correspond to letters and cases to cases. Note that: a By the preceding discussion, the inputs to the correction subnet from cd are sorted as are the inputs from CD. 
